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Becoming a market leader by focusing on technology

Kristian Nesbak
Chief Executive Officer

“We give Finance professionals 
the most effective tool for making 
decisions and taking action. Our 
vision is to become among the top 
3 vendors of terminals to finance 
professionals in Europe by 2022”.

About Infront 

Infront is a leading market data and trading solutions provider for finance 
professionals. It provides a unique combination of real-time global market data, 
news, analytics and trading tools. With proven solutions developed over 20 
years by industry experts - and with product development driven by our clients’ 
business needs - we have delivered the technology to keep our clients ahead 
of the game. Over 15,000 subscribers in more than 25 countries worldwide rely 
upon our services.

The Infront terminal has become the most intuitive and flexible financial data 
terminal available, helping institutions to reduce costs, adapt to fast changing 
market requirements and to be able to work more effectively with the increasing 
amount of information available.

 - Established in 1998
 - Independent, privately owned company
 - Over 15,000 users
 - Customers in more than 25 countries
 -  Located in London, Paris, Johannesburg, Cape Town, Stockholm,  

Copenhagen and Oslo
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We strive to develop the fastest and 
most intuitive front-ends to keep our 
clients ahead of the game.

infrontfinance.com
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The smartest, most intuitive 
financial platform

Infront Professional Terminal 

With markets becoming increasingly complex and participants processing and acting upon 
ever-growing amounts of data, the Infront Professional Terminal helps you navigate this 
interconnected network of information with ease. Combining real-time, global market data, 
news, analytics and trading functionality in a modern and intuitive user interface.

Infront offers you an unparalleled user experience: Get fast and comprehensive access to 
market data and its underlying details, while digging deeper with a plethora of complex tools 
and advanced features, such as our noise reduction technology. Noise reduction breaks through 
the buzz, bringing important market changes to the forefront.

Real-time Markets: We connect you to a managed network of global 
market data, allowing you to make decisions and take action.

Leading News & Analytics: Browse through thousands of headlines 
from leading news sources, screen through consensus estimates  
and fundamentals.

Sophisticated Excel Integration: Make your own financial models with 
the breadth of information.

Advanced Trading: Manage your order flow seamlessly and optimize 
execution performance.

Value-Added Services: Get access to numerous add-ons such as 
secure messaging, research databases and OTC data.

Easy to DeployCost-effective Customisable High SpeedIntuitive
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Gain an unparalleled view of  
the market

Infront Market Data

With information on more than 4 million instruments from exchanges around the 
globe, in addition to several leading specialist sources, Infront provides accurate and 
comprehensive market data managed securely from our data centres. Our market data 
is streamed in real time, delayed or at end-of-day, depending on your preference and is 
accessible on mobile, web or desktop.

Access multiple  
asset classes:

Equities Fixed Income Rates FX and Money Markets Macro Data

Derivatives Commodities Funds Indices

4,000,000 +
Instruments
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Advanced Trading Solutions

Professional Trading Solutions; seamlessly connecting the Front 
and Back Office

Infront enables Sell-Side and Buy-Side firms to leverage their existing infrastructure with 
easy-to-deploy, multi-asset class trading solutions. As a trusted solutions provider for 
leading banks, brokerages, exchanges and other financial institutions around the globe, 
Infront provides turnkey trading solutions that can be up and running in days.

Whether it be the capability to trade on multiple asset classes, view real-time markets, 
integrate with existing order or portfolio management systems, Infront offers a customer-
driven, preeminent solution for finance professionals with intuitive, easy-to-use front ends. 

For the Sell-Side

 - Capture more of your clients’ electronic order flow
 -  Customize your interface by markets, order types, asset 

classes and more
 - Integrate your in-house services
 - Manage risk and compliance

For the Buy-Side

 - Trade electronically based on reliable data
 - Optimize your work flow with access to multiple asset classes
 - Integrate services for trading and market data
 - Customize according to your needs
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Our state-of-the-art trading solution 
offers easy access to multiple 
instruments and markets through 
ONE versatile platform.
Trade with confidence at your desk or on the go.
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Innovative, modern and 
scalable technology that 
meet future requirements
 

Retail Trading Solutions

For brokers and banks looking to minimize spend, but maximize order 
flow, Infront offers turnkey solutions delivering financial market data, 
enabling seamless trading integrations and all with a single,  
unified platform.

Improve what you offer to your clients with various solutions and 
decrease your total cost of ownership.

Don’t spend time developing (and maintaining) a trading solution yourself.

Infront Mobile Infront Web Trader

Features

 - Various front-ends for customer segmentation
 - Access to global market data
 - Integrate with your existing trading environments
 - Managed solution
 - Integration of proprietary data

Infront Terminal
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MODERN WEB 
TECHNOLOGY

Infront’s Web Technology

Infront offers cutting-edge web technology based on streaming HTML5 and 
web widgets. It enables companies to easily deploy and implement proprietary 
data, whilst gaining access to global market data, and visual elements such as 
charts, graphs and other analytics. Running on all new web browsers, our web 
technology is built to last, with responsive design and trading-related services 
included amongst its features.

Improve what you offer to your clients with various solutions and decrease your 
total cost of ownership.   
 
 

Features

 - Streaming HTML5 technology
 - Managed market data
 - Fully integrated trading
 - Seamless integration with proprietary data
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We service your requirements
 

Infront Integration Services

Infront offers several integration services depending on your company’s needs.

Custom Development

In need of specialized functions to improve 
workflow efficiency, functionality, or content, we 
are here to help.

News, Messaging and Chat

Infront has various and secure communication 
channels within our technology, enabling you to 
communicate with your end users.

Market data 

Integrate your in-house data. OTC prices, time 
series, markets, membership data. Provide easy 
distribution to users in a controlled manner. We 
work with all types of formats such as FastFix, 
Pitch, Itch, MIT, FTP and XML.

Portfolio System 

Infront provides services for importing and 
exporting data into your portfolio management 
system.

In-house Research

Integrate your research. Display in various formats 
such as PDFs and graphical elements.

Trading 

Infront provides trading integrations to order 
management systems, portfolio management 
systems or trading networks. Our interfaces 
include FIX and FIXATDL and Infront provides 
standardized APIs.  
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Clear. Simple. Easy. 
 

Infront Professional Terminal        Chose the edition to suit your needs 

Pricing 

Web Edition 
From 150€

Easy access to real-time markets, basic charts and 
news services.

Pro Edition 
From 200€

Advanced desktop with domestic market data and key 
reference data.

Plus Edition 
From 410€

Our premium product with access to global market 
data, multi-asset class, analytics and trading.

Infront Trading Solutions We offer a variety of solutions tailored to your company’s needs 

Please contact us for more information and one of our sales professionals will be with you shortly. Enquire Now
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We are here to help
 
 
Contact sales

Order Now Free Trial / Demo

London

Address:   Becket House, 36 Old Jewry 
EC2R 8DD London

 United Kingdom
Phone:  +44 (0) 20 3829 5031
Enquire:  contact@infrontfinance.com

Paris

Address:  6 rue de Berri
 75008 Paris
 France
Phone:  +33 (0)1 70 77 04 10      
Enquire:  contact@infrontfinance.com

Stockholm

Address:  Jakobsbergsgatan 13 
 111 44  Stockholm
 Sweden
Phone:  +46 8 700 56 40
Enquire:  contact@infrontfinance.com

Copenhagen

Address:  Store Kongensgade 14,  
 3rd Floor DK 1264 Copenhagen  
 K, Denmark
Phone:  +45 70 22 13 90
Enquire:  contact@infrontfinance.com

Oslo

Address:  Fjordalléen 16  
 0250 Oslo  
 Norway
Phone:  +47 23 31 00 30
Enquire:  contact@infrontfinance.com

Johannesburg

Address:  The Business Centre, Leslie Ave
 Fourways, Johannesburg, 2055
Phone:  +27 21 403 6470 
Enquire:  contact@infrontfinance.com

Cape Town

Address:  1st Floor, Convention Tower
 Cnr of Walter Sisulu &   
 Heerengracht Street, Foreshore,  
 Cape Town, 8001, South Africa
Phone:  +27 21 403 6470
Enquire:  contact@infrontfinance.com

Meet the sales team


